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Carbine Game Changer
By Sandeep Unnithan
The Modern Sub Machine Carbine (MSMC) is possibly the only weapon designed, developed and
manufactured in India with a cult following among gamers across the world. The futuristic looking carbine-a
compact weapon that fires smaller calibre rounds than an assault rifle-clearly caught the attention of the
designers of Call of Duty. Since 2012, players of the franchise's Black Ops II have had the DRDO-designed
MSMC as one among five carbine options.
No one is quite sure how the virtual version of the weapon showed up in American-produced pop
culture. The actual weapon's history, however, is somewhat chequered. It was developed by DRDO's Punebased Armaments Research and Development Establishment after the Army announced a contest in 2006 to
replace all of its obsolete World War II era 9 mm carbines. The 5.56 mm MSMC has a 30-round magazine and
can fire upto 900 rounds per minute. An indigenously-made holographic sight with an inbuilt red-dot laser
pointer allows for accurate aiming up to the weapon's 200 metre effective range, making it ideal for use in
confined urban spaces. The weapon is produced by state-owned ordnance factories and is close to meeting the
army's rigorous testing standards.
As the DRDO-OFB combine wait for the Army order, they have decided to offer the carbine to the
police and paramilitary forces. Their optimism is not unfounded. Police forces are looking to modernise WWII
era weapon inventories. Imports are not just expensive, but also subject to controls by host nations- German
manufacturer Heckler and Koch has repeatedly cited human rights violations by Indian security forces as
reason to deny exports.
The Chhattisgarh police became the first to order the weapon this year-640 of them-with similar orders
expected from the Madhya Pradesh, Delhi and Meghalaya police. India's paramilitary forces are another
potential buyer. Its designers estimate the firearm has the potential to replace nearly 400,000 obsolete
weapons, an order worth over Rs 45,000 crore (including ammunition).
"We have the production capacity to make around 35,000 such carbines each year," says H.R. Dixit,
general manager, Small Arms Factory (SAF), Kanpur. This Indian carbine's transition from virtual to real
could prove to be a potential game changer. (Magazine Page No. 15)

To be Precise
India has a wide variety of land-based precision guided munitions to choose from
By Jaison Deepak
The modern battlefield is increasingly throwing new challenges at the war fighter such as increasing risk
of collateral damage due to proximity of non-combatants, logistical complexities and increasing cost of
providing firepower to the troops. Over the years, precision munitions have demonstrated promising potential
to mitigate these problems to a good extent over the years. An increase in precision munitions makes sure that
civilian casualties are minimised, and far lesser number of munitions are used for the same effects as compared
to dumb munitions. As a result, it eases the logistic pressure, costs and lesser barrel wear and tear. Also,
insensitive warheads and bi-modular charges enhance the safety, range of the precision munitions while
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reducing charge wastage. Many western countries and NATO allies have used precision munitions on a
significant scale. In the Gulf was previously, and now in Iraq and Afghanistan, countries have witnessed
enhanced terminal effects.
Anti-Tank Guided Missiles
The Kalyani Group and Rafael established a joint venture to manufacture the Spike anti-tank missile for
the Indian market. Although the Spike is touted as the leading contender for the procurement of third
generation anti-tank missiles, issues such as vendor situation and high cost of the system have delayed the
signing of a contract.
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has also been developing and testing a
variant of the Nag anti-tank missile called the Prospina with higher resolution seekers based on Focal Plane
Array (FPA) detectors from Sofradir (France) and newer variants of the launcher NAMICA built by Bharat
Electronics Limited (BEL). Earlier seekers had experienced difficulty in picking up targets at three-four km in
high ambient temperatures of Pokhran summers.
Guided Mortars
Guided artillery shells are a cost-effective way to provide precision fire-power to shorter ranges at the
battalion level. The guidance electronics which go into mortars tend to be less expensive than the ones in
howitzers as they tend to experience much lower acceleration. The Orbital ATK XM395 has been successfully
proven in Afghanistan by the US forces. It consists of a guidance fuse kit with has a GPS module, controller
and fins to improve the Circular Error Probability (CEP) from more than a hundred metres for normal mortar
rounds to about 10m CEP or less. (Magazine Page No. 47)
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You heard it: IAF test of Astra missile rattles window
panes in Balasore off Odisha coast
By Hemant Kumar Rout
Bhubaneswar: The Indian Air Force (IAF) on Thursday conducted an air exercise involving the air-to-air
missile Astra against an actual target in full operational configuration over the Bay of Bengal.
Defence sources said the beyond-visual-range (BVR) missile was fired from a Sukhoi-30 MKI fighter jet
targeting a pilotless target aircraft (PTA) Banshee. The mission was termed ‘successful’ considering the
missed-distance calculation.
People were taken aback by the sound generated by the exercise. It was so loud that window panes
shattered in some houses in Balasore. It triggered speculation of a huge explosion.
“The exercise was conducted in a war-like scenario and the missile was fired on an actual target. Data
collected during the test is being examined,” said an official.
The test was, however, conducted to demonstrate the aerodynamic characteristics and killing ability of
the missile. It demonstrated the repeatability, robustness and endurance capability of the Astra weapon system,
said the official.
About the sound, he clarified that when a fighter aircraft travels at supersonic speeds it creates
shockwaves that resembles a huge explosion. So there is no need to panic, he added.
Indigenously designed and developed by DRDO, Astra possesses single shot kill probability (SSKP),
making it highly reliable. It is an all-weather missile with active radar terminal guidance, excellent electronic
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counter-counter measure (ECCM) features, smokeless propulsion and process improved effectiveness in multitarget scenario.
Not only the Sukhoi-30 MKI, scientists have started integrating the weapon with homegrown Tejas Light
Combat Aircraft (LCA). The air exercise will continue for some more days involving two other air-to-air
missiles apart from Astra, sources informed.
Astra is designed for 80-km range in head-on mode and 20 km-range in tail-chase mode. The 3.8 metres
long missile, which has launch weight about 154 kg, uses solid-fuel propellant and a 15 kg high-explosive
warhead, activated by a proximity fuse.
Fitted with a terminal active radar-seeker and an updated mid-course internal guidance system, the
missile can locate and track targets. It is difficult to track this missile as its on-board electronic countermeasures jam signals from the enemy radars.
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Hot Startup - This Co Helps Jawans Keep their Daily Hygiene
By Vishal Dutta
Makes waterless body hygiene products such as shampoo and body bath solutions
The Indian Army will soon move on to the `Swachh Bharat Mission', one of the Central government's
flagship project. But this `Swachh Bharat Mission' is slightly different as the Army is preparing for personal
hygiene for their combat forces posted in operational areas, where taking a bath daily is a challenge either due
to operational conditions or environmental reasons.
In July, the Indian Army chose an 18-month-old startup CleanLife, founded by Puneet Gupta, an IIM
Calcutta alumnus. The startup makes waterless body hygiene products such as shampoo and body bath
solutions, which can remove dirt, dust, grease, odour and oil from the skin and head while moisturising the
skin and conditioning hair. The waterless product has to be massaged but leaves no residue after it has been
wiped off with a clean towel.
“The feedback for waterless products is positive and hence we have placed an order. The products aided
soldiers to maintain optimum levels of hygiene under operational conditions without using water and hence it
is a valuable product to us,“ said an officer requesting anonymity.
The Army has done extensive trials to establish the products utility and the potential to create an impact
in the soldiers' daily lives was thoroughly evaluated. The product will be used only by one unit in the Army at
present. An email query sent to the Ministry of Defence didn't elicit any response till the time of press.
Regarding the supply deal that the startup has stuck with the Army, Gupta said, “Usually, the Army
approaches the DRDO for solutions, but in its absence, it can procure from outside.“ Founded in February
2016, the startup got infrastructural support and access to faculty for technical and advisory support, and
research talent pool from IIT Delhi, in lieu of 5% equity in the company. “Considering the global concerns and
discussion around water crisis, it is clear that water as a resource will be much sought after. The potential for
the Indian market under target segments of armed forces, hospitals, home healthcare, railways and adventure
excursions has been evaluated to be to the tune of Rs 5,000 crore in the B2B (Business-toBusiness) segment.
The potential for head and body care in the B2C (Business-to-Consumer) segment is immense for the Indian
subcontinent and globally as well,“ said Dr Vijay Chariar, director, IIT Delhi.
The startup has applied for patents and is currently working on antimosquito waterless shampoo and
body bath, where it can help keep mosquitoes away for a span of 24-36 hours. “We are also working on a
waterless toothpaste, which is a safe to swallow formula and helps keep dental hygiene without the use of
water,“ Gupta said.
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The company says these products provide accessible hygiene in areas where water or hygienic facilities
is are scarce for soldiers, including those with extreme weather conditions such as Siachen, Dras, SinoIndian
border (Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim) and India-Pakistan border (Rajasthan). The product can also find use
in areas where soldiers are deployed far away from settlements such as Andaman & Nicobar.
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India, Japan condemn NK for N- threat
India and Japan on Thursday condemned North Korea for its threat to use nuclear weapons to ‘sink’
Japan. Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his Japanese counterpart Shinzo Abe today jointly castigated North
Korea for its continued development of nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programmes.
In a joint statement at the end to the Japanese Premier’s two-day visit to Gujarat, the two leaders also
called upon Pakistan to bring to justice perpetrators of the terror attacks in India, including at Mumbai in
November 2008 and the Pathankot attack in 2016. “Terrorism in all its forms and manifestations is a global
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scourge that must be forcefully combated through concerted global action in the spirit of zero tolerance”, the
two Prime Ministers said in the joint statement.
They also pledged to work together to deal with the current serious situation and called on the
international community to vigorously and fully implement relevant UNSC resolutions to maximise pressure
on North Korea. The two Prime Ministers called upon all countries to work towards rooting out terrorists’ safe
havens and infrastructure, disrupting terrorist networks and financing channels and halting crossborder
movement of terrorists. The two leaders said that they are looking forward to convening the 5th Japan-India
consultation on terrorism and to strengthen cooperation against terrorists’ threats from groups including Al
Qaeda, ISIS, JeM, LeT and their affiliates.
After the ground laying ceremony of the Ahmedabad-Mumbai bullet train at Sabarmati this morning, the
two Prime Ministers held strategic discussions on wide ranging issues about partnership between the two
countries. Prime Minister Modi and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe addressed the media during the 12th
Indo-Japan Summit at the sprawling Mahatma Mandir here, after the two countries signed 15 MoUs ranging
from disaster risk management, skills development, connectivity, civil aviation, science & technology and
sports. Addressing the media, Prime Minister Modi said that Japan invested $ 4.7 billion in India during 201617, an 80 per cent from the previous year.
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